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The Etiquette of Second Weddings. Be tactful with your wedding announcement. If theres any rule to follow with a
second wedding, its that you should be sensitive with how the news of the wedding is spread. Break the rules. Let it be a
family affair. Invite the people you most want present in your new marriage. Is a wedding gift appropriate for her
second marriage? Technically, a gift for a remarrying couple is optional, as traditional etiquette says that What should a
second time bride say to her parents about payment expectations? Our wedding etiquette experts are here to answer your
Is your friend getting married again? Pick up some second wedding etiquette in this story filled with expert tips. I am
getting married in June. Second marriage for both of us. Is it acceptable to do a registry or not?About 40% of all
weddings include a bride or groom walking down the aisle for a Posts Wedding Etiquette book, its estimated that 40
percent of all weddings It may be your second big day, but youve still got questions before you Says Nichols, If you
both previously had larger weddings, and theyToday, couples who have been married before plan weddings just as
elaborate as first wedding celebrations might be. But theres still etiquette to follow. Sure, showers are often held for
second brides, but be sure to follow second wedding etiquette rules. As with first weddings, only wedding guests (those
invited to the ceremony) should be invited. One of three weddings have couples where at least one has been married
before. Lets look at second marriage wedding etiquette. With the rise in the number of second (and third or fourth)
weddings, you might have questions about proper etiquette of bringing or sending aMany couples, who are marrying for
the second time, often wonder what the right etiquette is for second wedding invitations. Many people believe that a
secondSecond Marriage Invite Etiquette. Not sure how to properly word your wedding invitations? Weve got you
covered. by Caitlin Moscatello. Youre so excited to A common question asked about second weddings have to do with
guest etiquette. More specifically: should guests bring gifts to your secondWedding etiquette evolves. One of three
weddings have couples where at least one has been married before. Lets look at second marriage wedding etiquette. Im
getting married - again! I feel so lucky and happy, but I dont know what the proper etiquette is for second weddings. Can
you help me out? Sure, there a few sporadic articles about second-wedding etiquette, how to a new engagement ring
and ask, Oh, are you getting married?A couple of weeks ago, I attended my 65-year-old mothers wedding. My parents
have been divorced for nearly ten years and the occasion was a joyous one.
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